Introduction
In recent years naval architects have had to cope with a variety of situations.
An example of these is the diffraction and/or radiation of waves by a group of floating bodies which are located so closely in two dimensions that interactions among them are of prime concern1). When it comes to such problems, they are difficult, or impossible, of solution by means of conventional methods.
The three dimensional singularity distribution method may be capable of handling, in theory, any problems; however, to be of practical value a method must be developed by exploring and exploiting distinct features of each problem. It has been recently shown that the limitation to the zero-draft helps make a 3-D singularity method relatively practical2),3). Furthermore the shallow water assumption enables one to deal with a problem far more practical- 
where (1a)
And Bernoulli's law for determining the pressure P(x, y, z; t) at any point in the water is ( 2 ) The upper surface of the water, denoted by z=Z (x, y ; t), will consist partly of the free surface and partly of the immersed surfaces of bodies, and can be written in the form4) : 
and at the lower (bottom) surface of the water, Since, P = 0 and ƒÄ (x, y) =0 for, the , free, surface, we find from (4) and (5) that ( 6 ) At a point on the surfaces of immersed bodies additional conditions, prescribe , so (4) alone could suffice as a boundary condition and (5) would help obtain the pressure there. 
Substituting this expansion into the upper surface conditions, we have two kinds of equations for determining 0° (x, y ; t). We obtain from (6)
while from (4) ( 9 ) where we have assumed the immersed surfaces of bodies are rather flat.
That is, what all this means is that the function 0° (x, y ; t), a first approximation to the potential 0 (x, y, z; t), is governed by one of the two equations (8) and (9) exclusive of the variable z or in the xy-plane. Here we denote the two regions in the xy-plane by Do and 1),, where the boundary by C which delimits Do and Di ( Fig. 1) . In addition the solutions to (8) and (9) must satisfy the transition condition on C to assure the laws of mass and energy conservations. And the radiation condition at infinity must be satisfied as well.
We now restrict ourselves to the simple harmonic time dependence of an angular velocity terms of a motion amplitude X, as follows,
In (12) and in the region Di by (13) 
where R indicates the distance from a field-, point P(x, y) in question to aoy point Q (x', y') on C and Ho(2) the 2nd kind Hankel function of order zero, thus satisfying automatically the radiation condition at infinity.
The boundary C is now dividea into a sufficiently large number of segi-nvnts N, and the values of c and On over each sesineut are assumed to be constant and considered equal to the respective values at the midpoint (x, y) of the segment, Consequently rewriting (1, 5) ,in discrete form yields For the purpose of covering in effect a problem of an arbitrary number of bodies, we take the case of two-body problem.
Green's theorem is still formally applicable to such a case, provided C in (15) is understood to consist of C1 plus C2, thus N=Ni+N2.
Accordingly it should be noted that (19) where In the region A, c is represented by a homogeneous solution fH (x, y) plus special solution is (x, y) to (13) . Since fs for each mode of the motion is given outright5), we introduce matrices sJ, sn whose k-th elements give the respective valifes of fs and its normal derivatives at go on CI (j=1, 2). On the other hand is can be obtained by a. series including an infinite number of unknowns (20) where So retaining the-first Ni (j=1, 2) terms of these series leaves 'two more matrices for each j: We have as yet assumed implicitly that C is an N x 1 matrix, but this in fact does not necessarily have to be abided by. The number of terms retained in approximating fH is rather arbitrary as far as it does not exceed N. From viewpoints of numerical error as well as computation time, it is found that the number of terms, say N', could be sufficiently chosen some one half to three quarters the number of the segments N. Therefore we rewrite (22) as (23) where and C thus can be obtained by the use of the least square method, or in the sense that the norm J defined by (24) is minimum. Now the equation we have to solve is, instead of (22), (25) where AT is the transposed matrix of A.
Since the matrices A, AT, B can be computed directly, C is readily obtainable except in small neighborhoods of irregular frequencies on which a detailed consideration will be made in the following section. So we can evaluate physical quantities of interest from fs+fH which is soon obtained making use of C, or alternatively from Irregular Frequency
At certain special frequencies neither presentation (22) nor (25) gives numerically a correct result for the matrix C due to an irregularity phenomenon9)-12). However it can be readily elucidated that this phenomenon is nothing but an extrinsic matter resulted solely from numerical treatments, and also that a way out is available by a minor modification.
According to the reference 13) the mechanism of this irregularity is uncovered analytically as follows.
Take a circular disc of radius a. With primes denoting differentiation with respect to a, we obtain, from (15), (26) where we have replaced Ho (2) Analytically it is possible to obtain C from (28) for any frequency.
However from a numerical viewpoint, for all K's which satisfy Jo (Ka) = 0, the equation (28) turns out meaningless, thus making it impossible to obtain C.
On the other hand, differentiating the both sides of (27) with respect to r leads to From this we obtain analytically the same result for C as that from (28) for all frequencies, and the numerical calculation too succeeds in determining C for K's satisfying Jo (Ka) = 0. Instead, (30) fails for such K's as J0' (Ka) = 0, or Ji (Ka) = O. It should also be noted that, since no zero-points of Jo coincide with those of Ji, the calculation based on (29) holds valid whenever the calculation based on (26) does not.
In an attempt to confirm the foregoing analytical discussion we make numerical calculations two different ways. From (15) the equation (25) Influence of Water Depth A conventional shallow water theory covers such a small water depth as the vertical velocity component of the water is justifiably considered as zero and the horizontal ones independent of the vertical coordinate, which results in hydrodynamic forces inversely proportional to the water depth. To the first order of approximation the present method also provides the same results, but the expansion (7) or (14) has additional terms which we shall see account for the influence of the water depth to a certain extent.
In view of (13) the expansion (14) , retaining terms up to the 2nd order, yields 
Examples of Wave Height Distribution
As far as the diffraction of waves is concerned , the surface elevation 77(x, y; t) is presented as In Fig. 5 a comparison is made between two wave amplitude distributions for a rectangular parallelpiped.
The left half shows the result from the reference 14) which is based on a more elaborate 3-D theory and the remaining half shows that by the present method . All the conditions under which the 3-D calculation is made can not be taken into consideration in the present method in the same sense as they stand in the 3-D method-that is, a wave number k is deter- 
Concluding Remark
What has been shown and driven home in this paper can be summarized as follows : i) A shallow water theory is newly formulated retaining higher order terms. The second order term is found to account for the influence of the water depth to a certain extent.
ii) A numerical procedure is developed with the purpose of a formal application to the case of an arbitrary number of bodies, and the resultant computer program appears to be of practical use even when it is applied to multi-body problems.
iii) It is demonstrated that the present method provides a fairly good estimate of wave height distribution for a relatively small draft body in shallow waters. Wave height distributions for two-and three-body problems are also shown.
iv) An irregular frequency phenomenon is discussed in detail and is proved to have resulted solely from numerical treatments, and a remedy for it is presented. 
